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1 Editorial Introduction
Welcome to the First Issue of CRORS
News
Dear CRORS members and OR community,
By publishing this first issue of CRORS News we are proud to
continue a 22-year long tradition of CRORS activities. Since its
foundation in March 1992, Croatian Operational Research
Society gathers researchers in the area of quantitative
methods, applied mathematics, informatics, and other related
disciplines in order to exchange ideas and promote this area
among academic community and practitioners. We are thankful
to all of our members, from the founders to the newest ones for
enabling the fulfilment of that purpose.
In this issue we would like to inform you about main CRORS
activities in 2013 and to announce some upcoming events, such
as KOI 2014 conference, TEC Workshop, a new issue of CRORR
journal, postgraduate programs in OR, and others. We bring
two interviews – one with prof. Luka Neralić, on the occasion of
winning a Distinguished Service Award for special contribution
to CRORS, and an interview with prof. James Cochran who will
inform us what to expect from the TEC workshop that will be
held in September 2014 in Osijek, Croatia. In each issue we
plan to bring an article presenting an area of OR that is
currently in the focus of interest, and this time we present
Analytics and Big Data, novel areas that currently shake the OR
community.
Besides participating in conferences, workshops and publishing
research results in proceedings and journals, in this time of
global economic crisis I would like to encourage all of us to put
even more effort in collaboration with businesses and
international collaboration, and it would be great to report on
such projects in our future issues.
With the words of prof. Jerome Katz (Saint Louis University):
―The mission of a university teacher is to teach, to do research,
and to serve the community‖, I wish each one of you to realize
all three aspects of that mission and have a fruitful and a happy
year.
Marijana Zekić-Sušac, Editor, marijana@efos.hr,
CRORS President
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Operations
Research
and
the
Management
Sciences (INFORMS) joined forces together to
organize a big OR event – 26th EURO/INFORMS
Conference on Operational Research.

CRORS Activities in 2013
Snježana Pivac, spivac@efst.hr
Marina Jeger, mjeger@efos.hr
Kristina Šorić, ksoric@zsem.hr
Karlo Kotarac, kkotarac@efzg.hr

Croatian Operational Research Society (CRORS) has
been very active since its establishment on March 21st
1992. In 2012 the society celebrated its 20th anniversary
and organized its traditional 14th International
Conference on Operational Research KOI 2012 in Trogir,
Croatia. With its 146 active members in 2013 (mainly
university professors), CRORS continued to publish its
scientific journal Croatian Operational Research Review
(CRORR), whose Volume 4, Issue 1 was issued in
February 2013 and is indexed in relevant databases such
as Zentralblatt fuer Mathematik/Mathematics Abstract,
Current Index to Statistics, INSPEC, EconLit, EBSCO
host, ProQuest, Hrcak and Genamics Journal Seek.
Editors of Volume 1-4 were Luka Neralić, Zoran Babić,
Snjeţana Pivac and Josip Arnerić. The next volume is to
be published in 2014, and authors from any area of
operational research are welcome to submit their
manuscripts.

A scene from EURO/INFORMS Conference in Rome, 2013.

Nine of our members participated in EURO/INFORMS
2013 conference with seven research papers:








Opening ceremony of the 14th International Conference on Operational
Research, KOI 2012, September 2012, Trogir, Croatia

CRORS members actively participate in international
conferences in the area of OR and related fields.





Participation of our Members at
EURO/INFORMS 2013 Conference
Rome, Italy was the center of
from July 1-4, 2013. Two
organizations: Association of
Research Societies – EURO

world for OR community
large international OR
European Operational
and The Institute for

Tihomir Hunjak, Vjeran Strahonja, Faculty of
organization and Informatics Varaţdin, University of
Zagreb: AHP Model for Measuring Value for Money of
Architectural Design
Mirjana Čiţmešija, Nataša Erjavec, Vlasta Bahovec,
Faculty of Economics & Business, University of
Zagreb: Economic Sentiment Indicator and Business
Survey Liquidity Measure in Forecasting Changes in
Industrial Production- the Case of Croatia
Tunjo Perić, Faculty of Economics & Business,
University of Zagreb: Vendor Selection and
Determination of Supply Quotas by using Revised
Weighting Method and Multiple Objective Linear
Fractional Programming Techniques
Zoran Babić, Faculty of Economics, University of
Split: Financial Structure Optimization by Using
Multiple Objective Fractional Linear Programming
Methods
Luka Neralić, Faculty of Economics & Business,
University of Zagreb: An Application of Window
Analysis of Data Envelopment Analysis
Snjeţana Pivac, Faculty of Economics, University of
Split: Companies’ Financial Success using Electronic
Managerial Tools
Robert Manger, Department of Mathematics,
University of Zagreb, Testing TSP crossover
operators within the VRP environment

Professor Luka Neralić, as our official representative in
EURO and INFORMS, participated at the meeting of
representatives of national societies EURO COUNCIL
MEETING 2013. It was agreed that the conference venue
for EURO 2015 will be Glasgow, UK, and several mini
2
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conferences in the field of operational research were
announced as well. Activities of EURO working groups
were also reported. Representatives discussed new
prominent areas in OR, such as Analytics, which by
definition of INFORMS means the scientific process of
transforming data into knowledge for better decision
making.

I attended EURO Council Meeting on July 2013 as a
representative of CRORS, where lots of important
decisions have been accepted concerning EURO
activities, especially for the future events. Another
meeting I attended was the meeting of members of
Editorial Board
of Central European Journal of
Operations Research (CEJOR) with a representative of
Springer publisher. Besides that, I was a chairman of a
DEA session were I presented a joint paper with D.
Hunjet and R. E. Wendell. The Conference was very well
organized and all the people included
in the
organization were helpful and friendly, especially
students.

CRORS Members at SOR 2013 Conference
Our members also participated in 13th International
Conference on Operations Research SOR (Slovenian
Operations Research), held from September 25-27,
2013, in Dolenjske Toplice, Slovenia. Nine research
papers were presented by CRORS members.

Meeting of representatives of national OR societies, Rome, 2013.

Report from the EURO/INFORMS conference
Luka Neralić, CRORS representative in EURO and IFORS

Joint XXVI EURO-INFORMS the 26th European
Conference on Operational Research was held at La
Sapienza University of Rome, Italy, July 1- 4, 2013. La
Sapienza was founded in 1303 by Pope Boniface VIII. It
is the oldest University in Rome and the largest in
Europe. 3592 participants from all around the world
participated the Conference. The countries with 100 or
more participants were Brazil (115), France (197),
Germany (323), Italy (286), Netherlands (100), Russian
Federation (105), Spain (154), Turkey (395), United
Kingdom (245) and United States (243). There were 13
participants from Croatia. The number of accepted
papers was 3202 presented in 871 sessions. Professor
Panos Pardalos from the University of Florida, USA
received EURO Gold Medal 2013 award for an
outstanding contribution to Operational Research.
Professor Theodor Stuart from the University of Cape
Town, South Africa received EURO Distinguished Service
Medal Award for recognition of distinguished service to
the EURO and to the profession of OR. Dr. Christian
Raack from Zuse Institut Berlin (ZIB), Germany received
EURO Doctoral Dissertation Award. The winners of EURO
Excellence in Practice Award were Professor Andreas
Brieden from Bundeswehr University Munich, Germany,
Dr. Steffen Borgwardt and Professor Peter Gritzmann
from the Technical University Munich, Germany. EURO
Awards for the best EJOR paper and EthOR award were
also handed.

CRORS members from University of Split at SOR 2013 conference
(Zdravka Aljinović, Josip Arnerić, Snjeţana Pivac, Marko Čular, Tea
Poklepović).

A CRORS member, professor Dragan Jukić from
Department of Mathematics, University of Osijek was
one of the invited speakers at the SOR 2013 conference
and gave a plenary lecture titled ―On the lp -norm
estimation in a quasilinear regression model‖. This
continues our longstanding close cooperation with the
Slovenian
Association
―Informatics‖,
Section
for
Operations Research and its president prof. Lidija
Zadnik-Stirn. In 1996, CRORS and SOR agreed to
collaborate on organizing OR conferences and to rotate
hosting of OR conferences every year.
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Other Activities of CRORS members

In January 2013, Zagreb School of Economics and
Management organized the Executive Education Seminar
at Konzum d.o.o. titled by "Models of Optimization
and Econometric Modeling for Supply Chain
Management". CRORS member dr.sc. Kristina Šorić
held the lectures on optimization while the participants
were mostly mathematicians working in the logistics and
marketing departments of Konzum d.o.o. who apply
optimization methods in the business practice.

Prof. Dragan Jukić during his plenary talk at SOR 2014 conference
announced by prof. Lidija Zadnik-Stirn, SOR president

CRORS Annual Meeting 2013 in Zagreb
Croatian Operational Research Society, as a non-profit
organization, holds its regular annual meeting once a
year, although additional meetings are also occasionally
organized. 20th Annual Meeting of CRORS was held on
September 24, 2013 in Zagreb.

Annual Meeting of CRORS held on September 24, 2013 in Zagreb,
Croatia

At this annual meeting, CRORS members awarded prof.
Luka Neralic for Special Contribution to CRORS, for his
long run dedication and efforts in foundation,
development and international contribution of CRORS.
The society has also established another award – Best
Young Researcher Paper Award, to be given at the KOI
conferences. Besides that, strategic and operational
plans of CRORS activities from 2013-2015 were adopted
at the meeting. Also, the program and organizational
aspects of upcoming KOI conference were discussed. It
was decided that the next KOI 2014 conference will be
held in Osijek, Croatia, September 24-26, 2014, with
prof. Rudolf Scitovski as the Chair of Program
Committee, and Marijana Zekić-Sušac as the Chair of
Organizing Committee. It was also decided that the
conference will include a special section on DEA analysis
in honor to prof. Luka Neralic on the occasion of his 70th
birthday.

In May 2013, CRORS members Snjeţana Pivac, Tina
Vuko and Marko Čular participated in the 6th
International
Conference
on
Information
Technology, Cloud Computing, Amman, Jordan by
presenting following papers (authors who are not CRORS
members are in parentheses):

Ivana Tadić, Snjeţana Pivac: ―Human Resource
Information System and Electronic Recruitment as
Internal and External Managerial Tools in Creation of
Companies' Success‖

Snjeţana Pivac, (Nikša Pivac), Ivana Tadić:
―Methodology Trends and Role of Leaders in
Information and Communication Technology Projects
-Experiences of Using Agile Processes‖

Ante Rozga, (Neven Šerić, Ante Luetić): ―Business
Intelligence and Supply Chain Management‖

Vlasta Bahovec, Ksenija Dumičić, Mirjana Čiţmešija:
―Evaluation of Factors Affecting Broadband Internet
Access Using Regression Analysis‖

Tea Poklepović, Josip Arnerić, Nataša Erjavec:
―Different Perspectives of Web Site Performance
Analysis From Croatian Hotels‖

Zrinka Lukač, ―Some Heuristics for Solving
Production Planning Problem With Sequence
Dependent Setup Times‖

Zdravka Aljinović, Tea Poklepović, ―Neural Networks
and Vector Autoregressive Model in Forecasting Yield
Curve‖

Elza Jurun, (Ivan Šutalo, Mato Njavro): ―Index
Number Mathematics Application to the Gross
Domestic Product Decomposition‖

Branka Marasović: ―Binomial and Trinomial Trees
Versus Bjerksund and Stensland Approximations for
American Options Pricing‖
In May 2013, in Sarajevo, Zagreb School of Economics
and Management organized the Executive Education
in Inventory Management for business community in
Bosnia and Herzegovina. CRORS member Kristina Šorić
held the lectures on optimizing cycle and safety stock
using optimization methods and operations management
concepts.
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In June 2013, prof. Luka Neralić and Karlo Kotarac took
part in the 11th International Conference on Data
Envelopment Analysis - DEA 2013 at Samsun,
Turkey, June 27-30, 2013 by presenting the paper
―Sensitivity and stability in stochastic data envelopment
analysis‖, authors: Rajiv D. Banker, Karlo Kotarac and
Luka Neralić.
In July 2013, 5th High School in Zagreb organized a
summer school ―Optimization‖, during which dr.sc.
Kristina Šorić gave two lectures: ―Game Theory‖ and
―Linear Programming‖. Participants were high schools
students and eight-grade elementary school students.

3 CRORS Prizes and Awards
Ivan Soldo, isoldo@mathos.hr

Following the practice of other national and international
OR societies, at its Annual Meeting in September 2013,
Croatian Operational Research Society established the
following prizes and awards:



CRORS Distinguished Service Award (CRORS DSA)
CRORS Best Young Researcher Paper Award (CRORS
BYRPA)

CRORS DSA Award is to be given to a CRORS member
who gave a significant contribution to the development
of CRORS and OR in general.
CRORS BYRP Award is to be given to an individual or a
team of young researchers for the outstanding quality of
their paper presented at KOI conference.
The winner of the CRORS Distinguished
Service Award for 2013 is Professor Luka
Neralić, from University of Zagreb, Faculty of
Economics.

Prof. Luka Neralić at DEA 2013 conference in Samsun, Turkey, 2013.

Besides the above, CRORS members participated in
other international conferences that are not mentioned
here. They also published papers in top OR journals and
are members of the Editorial Boards of OR journals.
Luka Neralić is a co-editor, while Zoran Babić, Tihomir
Hunjak, Zrinka Lukač, and Marijana Zekić-Sušac are
Associate Editors of Central European Operations
Research Journal (CEJOR) published by Springer
Verlag.

Congratulations to Professor Luka Neralić, initiator,
founder, and first CRORS president, for his longterm enthusiastic efforts in promoting the area of
operational research at home and abroad, and for his
on-going commitment and contribution to the reputation
of the CRORS in international professional organizations
EURO, IFORS and INFORMS.

CRORS members are also engaged in other OR-related
societies, such as Croatian Mathematical Society and
others.

Prof. Marija Marinović is giving a DSA Award to prof. Luka Neralić at
CRORS Annual Meeting in September 2013.
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Interview with prof. Luka Neralić, winner of
the DSA Award in 2013
Professor Neralić, when you look at the past 22 years of
your service in CRORS, what do you see as the most
important milestones in the history of CRORS since 1992
to today?
L. Neralić: The first milestone was the acceptance of
CRORS as the 43rd member of The International
Federation of Operational Research Societies (IFORS) in
the beginning of 1994. After that CRORS became
automatically a member of The Association of European
Operational Research Societies (EURO). It was an
international
recognition
of
CRORS
and
an
encouragement for more activities in the future. As a
representative of CRORS I attended a meeting in Prague
in the beginning of 1996,
together with colleagues from
Austria, Czech Republic and
Slovakia, where CRORS was
accepted as one of publishers
of Central European Journal
for Operations Research and
Economics (CEJORE).
Representatives of Hungary
and Slovenia could not attend
the meeting, but they agreed
with that later. A few years
later the journal CEJOR
appeared.
Luka Neralić receives the Charter of recognition
for CRORS from Elise A. del Rosario in Sandton,
South Africa, 2008.

One of the milestones was the decision to organize
International OR Conferences in Croatia every second
year, alternating with Slovenian OR group and starting
with the 7th International OR Conference in 2002.
Let me also mention the organization of the Sixth
International Conference on Parametric Optimization and
Related Topics in Dubrovnik 1999. Main organizers of
the Conference were J. Guddat, H. Th. Jongen, R.
Hirabayashi, S. Zlobec and L. Neralić. In the charter
issued by IFORS it is written:
"IFORS is pleased to recognize the participation of the
Croatian Operational Research Society in Celebrating 50
years of IFORS during the XVIII Triennial Conference
held in Sandton, South Africa from July 13 to 18, 2008."
Charter is signed by Elise A. del Rosario, IFORS
President and Michael A. Trick, Chair of the 50th
Anniversary Committee. I was proud to receive this
charter from Elise A. del Rosario.
I would like to thank the other Past Presidents of CRORS
T. Hunjak, K. Šorić, V. Boljunčić, Z. Babić and Present
President M. Zekić-Sušac for their contribution in the
activities of CRORS.
You were one of the CRORS founders, the first president
in two mandates, and still are a CRORS representative in
EURO and IFORS associations. What motivated you to

dedicate a substantial amount of time and effort in the
development of OR?
L. Neralić: Since the establishment of CRORS I wanted
to work on development of education in OR and also in
application of OR in different areas. I expected that
through activities of members of CRORS in theory and
application, an important contribution in economy could
be made. It was not easy to work in that direction, but I
did not care about the time which I spent. It seems to
me that results could be better, hoping that it will
happen in the future.
As a CRORS representative in EURO and IFORS, you
have attended many conferences and meetings of
national OR representatives all over the world, where
you made many contacts and brought many top OR
researchers to Croatia as invited speakers at KOI
conferences and seminars, such as Elise del Rosario,
Ulrike Leopold Wildburger, Jose Rui Figueira, Richard
Wendell, and others. What do you see as the most
important benefit of such international collaboration?
L. Neralić: Collaboration with internationally recognized
OR researchers is very important for CRORS. Namely,
inviting them to be keynote speakers at our OR
conferences, members of CRORS could get new results
in theory and application of OR, and continue to work on
open questions presented or use results in applications.
Similar holds for invited speakers at Seminary for
Mathematical Programming and Game Theory at the
Department of Mathematics, University of Zagreb, and
at the other universities in Croatia. Young colleagues can
in that way make contacts with professors around the
world and find places to go and stay doing research or
working on Ph. D. thesis.
This award comes together with your 70th birthday. We
all know you as an enthusiastic and tireless worker who
probably has many plans for the future. What are the
next goals that you want to accomplish?
L. Neralić: As you know I will retire at the end of
September 2014. I do hope that after retirement I will
be able to do the other things, for which I did not have
time. For example, there is a list of books which I would
like to read. I like music and playing guitar since my
days in gymnasium. Chess is also one of my topics of
interest. I plan to spend more time with members of my
family.
I like travelling and plan to travel together with my wife.
I also plan to be with my six grandchildren and help
them in everything they will need. Concerning research
at the moment I guess that I will be active in the future.
In the case that it will be possible, I will keep contact
with my colleagues at the university.
When you look at the future of OR, what role do you see
CRORS could have in the development of OR in Croatia
and abroad?
L. Neralić: Croatia has been a member of the European
Union since July 1, 2013. I guess that CRORS and its
6
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members could apply for different projects at the
European level and in that way contribute to the
development of OR in the theory and application in
Croatia and abroad. In co-publishing CEJOR with other
OR societies CRORS will also have an important role.
Also publishing CRORS journal on OR seems to be
important for CRORS. Organization of a EURO or IFORS
OR Conference in Croatia could be a challenge for
CRORS in the future.

Call for Applications for Distinguished
Service Award 2014 and CRORS Best
Young Researcher Paper Award 2014

4 Croatian Operational Research
Review (CRORR) Journal
Marina Jeger, mjeger@efos.hr

CRORR is a scientific journal published by Croatian
Operational Research Society since 2010. It evolved
from the Proceedings of the KOI Conference, which was
published in the period from 1992 to 2008. At the KOI
conference 2010, the Program Committee decided to
publish selected and positively reviewed papers in the
journal. Starting from 2014, the journal will be published
regularly twice a year, containing regular issues, as well
as special issues containing selected papers from the
KOI conference.

The nominations of candidates for CRORS DSA can be
made by members of CRORS, EURO, and IFORS. The
nominations should contain a CV or an equivalent
document of the candidate. Nominations must be made
in confidence (i.e. the nominee should not be informed),
and sent to hdoi@hdoi.hr or CRORS postal address until
September 1 of the current year.
The applications for CRORS BYRP should be made by the
young researchers who are the authors of the paper
submitted
to
a
forthcoming
KOI
conference.
The candidate's full paper, CV, and the explanation of
the scientific contribution of the paper in the area of OR
should be sent to hdoi@hdoi.hr or to CRORS postal
address no later than September 15 of the current
year, entitled with "CRORR BYRP application".
The Award Committee will consider the nominations,
verify that the candidates satisfy all conditions and make
a decision by the majority of the Committee members.
Award Committee for CRORS DSA Award in 2014:
Zdravka Aljinovic, Marija Marinović, and Luka Neralić.
Award Committee for CRORS BYRP Award in 2014:
Zrinka Lukač, Snjeţana Pivac, and Josip Arnerić.
All CRORS members are welcome
nominations for 2014 awards!

to

make

Abbreviation: Croat. Oper. Res. Rev.
ISSN: 1848-0225 Print
ISSN 1848-9931 Online
UDC 519.8 (063)
Web page: http://www.hdoi.hr/crorr-journal
Editors-in-Chief:
Marijana Zekić-Sušac, University of Osijek, Croatia
Rudolf Scitovski, University of Osijek, Croatia
Co-editors:
Zoran Babić, University of Split, Croatia
Zrinka Lukač, University of Zagreb, Croatia
Snjeţana Pivac, University of Split, Croatia
Goran Lešaja, Georgia Suthern University, GA, USA
Editorial Board consists of 29 university professors from
Croatia, USA, Canada, Germany, Austria, Italy, and
Slovenia
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The journal is indexed in the following databases:
Current
Mathematical
Publications,
Mathematical
Reviews and MathSciNet, Zentralblatt fuer Mathematik /
Mathematics Abstract, MATH on STN International,
CompactMath, Current Index to Statistics, INSPEC
(which is a component of Web of Knowledge), ProQuest,
EconLit, EBSCO host, Genamics Journal Seek, and
Hrcak. The journal is under evaluation in Scopus,
Thomson Web of Science, and ERIC.
The aim of the Croatian Operational Research Review
journal is to provide high quality scientific papers
covering the theory and application of operations
research and related areas, mainly quantitative methods
and machine learning. The scope of the journal is
focused, but not limited to the following areas:
combinatorial
and
discrete
optimization,
integer
programming, linear and nonlinear programming,
multiobjective and multicriteria programming, statistics
and econometrics, macroeconomics, economic theory,
games,
control
theory,
stochastic
models
and
optimization, banking, finance, insurance, simulations,
information and decision support systems, data
envelopment analysis, neural networks and fuzzy
systems, and practical OR and applications.
Occasionally, special issues dedicated to a particular
area of OR or containing selected papers from the
International Conference on Operational Research are
also published.
Papers blindly reviewed and accepted by two
independent reviewers are published in this journal.
From 2014 onwards, CRORR journal aims to publish
regular issues as well as special issues from the KOI
conference (International Conference on Operational
Research). Authors are invited to send their manuscripts
for the Volume 5, Issue 1 of the journal. Expected date
of publishing Volume 5 is February 2014. Authors from
any area of operational research are welcome to submit
their manuscripts by using our Online submission
system. All published issues are available online at the
Hrcak database - Portal of scientific journals of Croatia,
with the full-text search of individual papers.

Optimization and Application Seminar
Department of Mathematics, University of Osijek
Chairman: Dragan Jukić

Organized by Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek, the Optimization and Application Seminar covers
topics such as mathematical modeling, problems of
identification
and
estimation
of
parameters
in
mathematical models, statistical aspects of the problem
of identification and estimation of parameters in
mathematical models, optimization of mechanical
systems, applications in natural, technical and other
sciences. Basic seminar outline is presentation of original
papers, presentation of papers from literature and guest
lectures.
In 2013 the following lectures were presented at the
Seminar:














5 Collaboration with Other Societies

Ivan Soldo, isoldo@mathos.hr

CRORS has good collaboration with the related societies
in Croatia that occasionally organize lectures in the field
of operations research, due to the fact that some CRORS
members are also members of those societies.






J. Denissen (Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of
Complex
Technical
Systems,
Magdeburg),
Trigonometric spline approximation bounds on the
solution of linear time-periodic systems, March 13th,
2013.
J. Stoyanov (Newcastle University, School of
Mathematics & Statistics), Some problems from
probability, combinatorics, number theory and
analysis, March 27th, 2013.
T. Mach (Department of Computer Science, Leuven),
Computing approximate extended Krylov subspaces
without explicit inversion, April 10th, 2013.
D. Jukić (Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek), On the lp-norm estimation in a quasilinear
regression model, April 17th, 2013.
S. Jelić (Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek), Blind decomposition of multispectral (RGB)
image using sparse component analysis: clustering
and Lp, (0 < p <= 1) norm minimization, April 24th,
2013.
M. Benšić (Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek) The generalized nonlinear least squares
method applied for fitting distribution to data, May
8th, 2013.
G. Caporossi, GERAD-Group for Research in Decision
Analysis (multi university research center, Montreal,
Canada: AutoGraphiX, a software for computer aided
graph theory, May 15th, 2013.
R. Scitovski, I. Vazler (Department of Mathematics,
University of Osijek), Searching for a globally
optimal partition and applications, May 22nd, 2013.
K. Sabo (Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek), Cluster separability in a partition and
applications, June 5th, 2013.
H. Mena (University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck),
Drugs, herbicides and numerical simulations,
October 30th, 2013.
A. Schneider (Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of
Complex Technical Systems, Magdeburg), Model
order reduction for dynamical systems with a lot of
inputs and outputs, November 20th, 2013.
L. Grubišić (Department of Mathematics, University
of Zagreb) Kato’s square root theorem as a basis for
8
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relative
estimation
theory
of
eigenvalue
approximations, December 4th, 2013.
T.
Marošević
(Department
of
Mathematics,
University of Osijek), Multiple circle detection by
means of center-based clustering, December 11th,
2013.

Seminar on Programming and Game Theory
Department of Mathematics,
University of Zagreb
Chairman: Luka Neralić

The organizer of this seminar is Department of
Mathematics, University of Zagreb, although it takes
place at Faculty of Economics and Business, University
of Zagreb. In 2013 the following lectures were presented
at the Seminar:














M. Gardijan, Analiza strategija s opcijama (Analysis
of strategy with options)
P. Rkman, Optimizacijski problem odnosa poslodavca
i zaposlenika u uvjetima neizvjesnosti (The
optimization problem of the relationship of employer
and employee in terms of uncertainty)
V. Kojić, Usporedba kvalitativnog i kvantitativnog
pristupa u rješavanju problema sistemske dinamike
(Comparison
of
qualitative
and
quantitative
approaches to solve the problem of system
dynamics)
D. Horvatić, Statistička fizika, nelinearna dinamika i
ekonomija (Statistical physics, nonlinear dynamics
and economy)
L. Rokov, Modeliranje kvantitativnih pokazatelja pri
procjeni rizičnosti kreditnih institucija (Modeling
quantitative indicators in assessing the risk of credit
institutions)
U. Leopold-Wildburger (Institut fuer Statistik und
Operations Research, Karl Franzens Universitaet
Graz, Austria), Path dependence of cooperation or
the first impression counts! Results from an
experimental study
I. Šimunović, Ekonometrijski model za odreĎivanje
praga utjecaja inflacije na bruto domaći proizvod
Republike
Hrvatske
(Econometric
model
to
determine a threshold effect of inflation on the
Croatian BDP)
R. E. Wendell (Katz Graduate School of Business,
University of Pittsburgh, SAD), The Impact of NonAgility on Service Level and Project Duration.

of Osijek. Lectures are primarily intended for the faculty
members and students of the Josip Juraj Strossmayer
University of Osijek, as well as for highschool teachers
and other mathematicians, but may also be of interest
to people working in computer centers and others.
Lecturers of the scientific colloquia are researchers from
Croatian universities and abroad. They usually give a
report on their own recent results, present parts of their
PhD theses, or give an overview of recent trends in
various branches of mathematics and its applications.
Lecturers of the educational colloquia are teachers from
Croatian universities or secondary schools. In these
lectures they usually present their own ideas and
approaches to teaching a particular subject, or discuss a
historical topic connected to mathematics and
mathematicians.
Further
information
about
the
Colloquium can be found on associated web page. The
following lectures were presented at the Colloquium
during the academic year 2012/2013:













Mathematical Colloquium
Department of Mathematics, University of Osijek
Chairman: Ninoslav Truhar

Mathematical Colloquium in Osijek was initiated in fall
1993, as an activity of the Scientific section of the Osijek
division of the Croatian Mathematical Society, together
with the Institute for Applied Mathematics in Osijek with
the help of the Central branch of the Society in Zagreb
and the Department of Mathematics, University of
Zagreb. Since 1999 Mathematical Colloquium has been
organized by the Department of Mathematics, University




R. Martinjak (Societe Generale - Splitska Banka dd,
Zagreb,
Croatia),
L-stabile
distributions
and
Mandelbrot's invariant, November 8, 2012.
N. Koceić Bilan (Department of Mathematics,
University of Split), Algebraic invariants of rough
form, November 22nd, 2012.
I. Soldo (Department of Mathematics, University of
Osijek), The extendibility of some D(-1)-triples over
the imaginary quadratic felds, December 6th, 2012.
D.
Krizmanić
(Department
of
Mathematics,
University of Rijeka), Functional limit theorem with
the M1 topology, December 20th, 2012.
R. Rajić (Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum
Engineering, University of Zagreb), The BirkhofferJames orthogonality in Hilbert C*-modules, January
10th, 2013.
A. Jokić (Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, University of Zagreb), Robust
distributed control of networks of dynamical
systems, January 24th, 2013.
E. Süli (Mathematical Institute, University of
Oxford), Mathematical models in the kinetic theory
of dilute polymers: existence, equilibration and
approximation of global weak solutions, March 21th,
2013.
I. Gogić (Department of Mathematics, University of
Zagreb), Derivations of C*- algebras and local
multipliers, April 11th, 2013.
M. Nurkanović (Department of Mathematics,
University of Tuzla), Basins of attraction of
equilibrium points and periodic solutions of some
second order difference equations with quadratic
terms, April 25th, 2013.
L. Zadnik Stirn (Biotechnical Faculty, University of
Ljubljana), Multiple criteria and group decision
analysis, May 23th, 2013.
Z. Tomljanović (Department of Mathematics,
University of Osijek), Damping optimization of
vibrational systems using dimension reduction, June
6th, 2013.
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6 Educational Levels of OR Programs
in Croatia

Marijana Zekić-Sušac, marijana@efos.hr
Marina Jeger, mjeger@efos.hr

Prof. Endre Sülli, Mathematical Institute, Oxford University,
during his lecture at Mathematical Colloquium in Osijek

One of the purposes of the CRORS is to ensure
continuous education in the area of operational research
at all educational levels. There are a number of majors
at undergraduate and graduate levels at Croatian
universities, as well as several postgraduate studies. We
bring some courses from Croatian universities that are
within the scope of OR.
Undergraduate and Graduate OR Programs

HMD Engineering Section Seminars
Croatian Mathematical Society – Engineering
Section
Chairman: Kristina Šorić

The Engineering section of HMD mainly consists of
mathematicians working in economic practice (but not
only them), which certainly apply operational research
methods
in
their
work,
and
also
participate in the KOI conference. The most of CRORS
members are on the mailing list of the engineering
section of HMD and through the seminars
actively
participate in its work. The list of lectures presented in
2013 is as follows:











M. Radaković (HANFA), Upravljanje rizicima (Risk
management)
T. Bajić (InterCapital Securities Ltd.), Valuacija
dionica uz prikaz najčešćih zamki u analizi
financijskih izvještaja (Valuation of shares giving the
most common pitfalls in the analysis of financial
statements)
J. Špekuljak (Changeset), Mladi matematičar, posao
i kriza (The young mathematician, job and crisis)
Dţ. Popović (Zagrebačka banka), Pogled u Customer
Relationship Management (View of Customer
Relationship Management)
T. Hunjak (FOI Varaţdin), Best value for money na
hrvatski način (Best value for money in the Croatian
way)
T. Ridţak (Croatian National Bank - HNB),
Financijska stabilnost u HNB-u (Financial stability in
the HNB)
L. Grubišić (Department of Mathematics, University
of
Zagreb),
Hijerarhijski
modeli
prostora
dokumenata (Hierarchical models of space of
documents)
I. Sever (Croatian Tourism Institute), Dinamički
model odrţivog upravljanja razvojem turizma

At Croatian largest University of Zagreb, Faculty of
Economics and Business Zagreb offers the following
undergraduate courses that are related to OR:
Econometrics, Financial Mathematics, Financial Modeling,
Game theory, Linear Programming and Game Theory,
Mathematical Economics, and Operational Research. The
above courses except Operational Research are thought
both in English and Croatian languages. On the graduate
level, the same school offers three courses that are in
the scope of OR: Mathematical methods for managing
financial
assets,
Nonlinear
programming,
and
Operational Research in tourism. Faculty of Science,
Department of Mathematics at University of Zagreb also
offers some OR courses at the graduate level, such as
Metaheuristics, Decision making and game theory,
Introduction to optimization, Operational research,
Game theory, Applied statistics, and Computational
Statistics, Mathematical modelling of search engines.
Undergraduate courses related to OR at Faculty of
Organization and Informatics Varaţin, University of
Zagreb are: Data structures, Algorithms, Operations
Research 1, and Statistics. Discrete Structures and
Graph Theory, Operations Research 2, Intelligent
sytems, Decision Theory, Modelling and simulation,
Analysis of business decisions, Corporate performance
management, and Statistical data analysis are offered at
graduate level. This school also offers a doctoral
program ―Information sciences‖ with several courses
related to OR.
Faculty of Economics at University of Split covers a
number of OR-related courses. At undergraduate level
they
teach
Statistics,
Statistical
analysis,
and
Quantitative methods in management. At graduate level,
five courses are related to OR: Actuator mathematics,
Econometrics, Statistical methods, Financial modeling,
and Business decision making.
10
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Faculty of Economics, University of Osijek at its
undergraduate level has three courses in the area of OR:
Quantitative methods for business decision making,
Algorithms and data structures, and Statistics. More
courses are offered at the graduate level, such as
Statistical methods in market research, Business
simulations, Business intelligence systems, Data mining,
Evaluation of credit worthiness of entrepreneurs, and
Mathematical methods in finance. Department of
Mathematics at the same University of Osijek has four
courses related to OR: Linear programming, Operational
research, Decision theory, and Data grouping and
applications.

optimization” (Program Chair is prof. dr.sc. Luka
Neralić), and Specialist postgraduate study “Statistical
methods for economic analysis and forecasting”
(Program Chair is prof. dr.sc. Ksenija Dumičić).
In September 2013, Zagreb School of Economics and
Management
launched
a
new
MBA
program
concentration, Supply Chain Management where
dr.sc. Kristina Šorić is the program director.
From University of Split we have data only from the
Faculty of Economics, which does not have a special
postgraduate program in OR, but they have included a
number of OR-related courses at their postgraduate
doctoral study titled ―Economics and Business‖. The
program includes Quantitative methods in business,
Mathematical
economics,
Advanced
econometrics,
Statistical methods in scientific research, as well as four
additional elective courses within the scope of OR:
Multivariate
analysis,
Applied
econometrics,
Management of investment portfolio, and Evaluation of
securities.
We have to say that there are courses thaught at
Croatian universities within the area of OR that are not
mentioned here, since we only made an initial screening
of web pages of several universities and information
provided by CRORS members who teach those courses.
We encourage all university teachers who give courses
in this area to participate in our efforts of creating a
complete list of OR courses in Croatia by sending us
information about their courses to e-mail: hdoi@hdoi.hr.

Faculty of Economics from University of Rijeka also
offers OR-related courses such as Analysis and planning,
Mathematical analysis for economists, Statistical
analysis, and Actuary mathematics at undergraduate
level, as well as Quantitative methods for business
decision making, Data organization analysis, Decision
theory and other courses at their graduate level. Their
Department of Informatics offers a course titled
Operational Research at their graduate level within twocourse Informatics major, and Operational Research 1
and 2 within one-course Informatics major.
Zagreb School of Economics and Management offers ORrelated courses at their professional study, such as
Mathematical foundations for economic analysis, Linear
programming, Basics of econometrics, Mathematics for
economists and managers, Operations management. At
MBA level they offer Quantitative methods for
management, and Capstone simulation, while other
courses are expected soon within the Supply chain
management MBA program.
Faculty of Economics from University of Pula offers
Mathematics
for
Economists,
Econometrics,
and
Quantitative methods for business decision making at
their Undergraduate program,

Postgraduate OR Programs
Faculty of Economics and Business Zagreb offers two
postgraduate programs in the area of OR: Specialist
postgraduate study “Operational research and
11

A group of students with Vice-Deans after their graduation
ceremony at Faculty of Economics Rijeka, 2013.

Based on this initial screening on OR courses in Croatia,
it can be concluded that there is a variety of OR-related
courses at undergraduate and graduate levels, while
there is a lack of undergraduate and graduate OR
majors at Croatian Universities. At the postgraduate
level there are two specialist postgraduate majors at
University of Zagreb, however, there is a lack of doctoral
programs in the area of OR, and developing such
programs is among the future objectives of CRORS.
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and a book co-authored with Jeanne Harris (2007) made
analytics the hottest business trend and ―data scientist‖
the most desirable job profile. In 2010, the INFORMS
initiated the Analytics Magazine, which soon became
an
important
source
of
information
for
new
achievements in this area.

7 OR Area in Focus
Marijana Zekić-Sušac, marijana@efos.h

Analytics and Big Data – What’s the
Catch?
Everyone wants ANALYTICS! – says Ann Robinson,
president of IFORS in her article in IFORS News from
September 2013.
Although new areas in operations research appear
continuously
in
accordance
to development of
technology and methodological tools, a really big
importance is recently given to the area of Analytics and
Big Data. Last EURO/INFORMS Conference 2013 in
Rome emphasized the influence of this area by a number
of papers and a keynote speaker Ann Robinson, who
also wrote an article on Analytics in IFORS News from
September 2013 and started the Analytics Section of
INFORMS in 2010.
Lots of conferences organize sections dedicated to this
area, or it is the main topic, such as at the upcoming
INFORMS Conference on Business Analytics and
Operations Research, to be held in Boston March 30April 1, 2014.
So, we probably ask ourselves what is substantially new
here, is it a new scientific discipline, or just a buzzword
for known methods presented to business in a new and
interesting way, i.e. what’s the catch?
Camm, Cochran, Fry et al.
(2014)
in
their
book
―Essentials
of
Business
Analytics‖ define business
analytics as a ―scientific
process
of
transforming
data into insight for making
better decisions.‖ Analytics
methods
can
improve
forecasting,
helping
in
quantifying
risk,
and
yielding better alternatives
through
analysis
and
optimization (Camm et al.,
2014).
Robinson (2013) explains that the most credit for
putting this area into focus goes to reports by two large
management consultant companies McKinsey Global
Institute and Capgemini, as well as to Tom
Davenport, President’s Distinguished Professor of
Information Technology & Management at Babson
College, Fellow of the MIT Center for Digital Business,
Co-Founder of the International Institute for Analytics,
and Senior Advisor to Deloitte Analytics. Davenport first
introduced the concept of ―Competing on Analytics.‖ His
article in Harvard Business Review (Davenport, 2006),

What is Big Data and how it differs from Analytics?
An illustration of Big Data is given by IBM bellow.
Every day, we create 2.5 quintillion bytes of data — so much
that 90% of the data in the world today has been created in
the last two years alone. This data comes from everywhere:
sensors used to gather climate information, posts to social
media sites, digital pictures and videos, purchase
transaction records, and cell phone GPS signals to name a
few. This data is big data.
(IBM, http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/bigdata/what-isbig-data.html, 2013)
However, if you deal with a large amount of data, it does
not necessarily mean that you do Big Data. Why? Big
Data is not just a huge collection of data. According to
Kusnetzky (2010), Big Data refers to tools, processes
and procedures allowing an organization to create,
manipulate, and manage very large data sets and
storage facilities.
There’s a difference between Big Data and Business
Analytics. In true Big Data techniques (applied by
Google, Amazon, Facebook and some other companies),
the human does not interact much in data processing
and analysis. When human-intervention data-driven
techniques are used, it is referred to as business
analytics. Big Data requires massively parallel software
running on tens, hundreds, or even thousands of
servers. (Jacobs, 2009).
Jay Liebowitz in his book Big Data and Business
Analytics (2013) emphasize some other events that
enhanced the research in Analytics, such as a
substantial, 200 million USD awards of White House
Office of Science and Technology for research and
development of big data and analytics in USA. Also,
KMWorld magazine estimated that big data revenue will
grow from 5 billion USD to 500 billion USD in 2017.
Some of the large international companies, such as
Starbucks Coffee Company, IBM, Intel, SAS, Disney,
Macey, and many others report on their successful
usage of analytics to improve business performance.
According to Liebowitz (2013), Analytics and Big Data
emerged with a phenomenal growth of computer
processing power, storage capacity, network speeds,
mobility, and higher semantic power of online
applications. It opened the ability to conduct quick
search on large amounts of data available on the web.
In the early 1990s the researchers and practitioners
became aware of the potential of business transactions
data. In that time, data warehouses emerged and
enabled long-term analysis of trends, forecasting,
12
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exploratory analysis, data mining etc. However, the
world wide web and later social networks enabled
completely new aspect of data analysis. Streams of data
are to be gathered from widely distributed sources and
passed to a database or data warehouse before
processed. A new set of algorithms should be discovered
in order to efficiently search, gather, filter, and store
data. Cloud computing made possible for many
organizations to use large amounts of data and analysis.
Web is a huge resource of unstructured data, such as
user comments, reviews, multimedia files, etc. Big Data
technologies enable to process such data too. Liebowitz
also emphasizes the basic challenge of business
analytics - to get more value out of data than our
competitors. The valuable information could be used to
reduce costs, restructure the enterprise, do business
faster, to make better decisions, and finally to launch
new products and approaches to market.
It can be said that the benefit of Analytics and Big Data
is in the ability to assist organizations in improving
decision making, resulting in the ability to take
advantage of opportunities, minimize risks, and control
costs.
How does science fit in here? A substantial part of big
data analytics efforts is the use of new analytics
techniques — on either new data or data that has been
combined in new ways. Researchers are extremely
important here to support businesses with new
algorithms, methods, and models that can deal with big
data.
Which methods lay behind the term “Analytics”?
Robinson (2013) clarifies three types of analytics:
descriptive analytics, predictive analytics, and
prescriptive analytics. Some of the methods that
belong to those three groups overlap, and are described
in the book of Camm et al. (2014). In the group of
descriptive methods they put descriptive statistics, data
visualization, linear regression, data mining, and
spreadsheet modeling. Linear regression, time series
analysis and forecasting, data mining, and Monte Carlo
simulations are in the group of predictive methods, while
the methods such as linear optimization models, and
integer linear optimization models are described as
prescriptive methods. This list of methods is certainly
not finite, and it is up to researchers to enlarge it every
day with new ways to get more information from data.
Robinson (2013) states that ―the highest advanced
analytics level is almost inseparable from the methods
that have made OR distinct and powerful‖.
Thus, Analytics and Big Data is something that OR
researchers already do (analyzing data), but by
embracing new web technologies for data gathering and
storage, and in close collaboration with businesses.

Croatia by IDC Adriatics company. An encouraging
stimulus for developing this area in Croatian businesses
is made by the Ministry of Entrepreneurship and Crafts
of the Republic of Croatia with its award of half of million
kunas into a Big Data project applied by Croatian
company ―Poslovna inteligencija (Business Intelligence‖)
Zagreb. According to Lidija Karaga (Lider, 2013), a
member of Managing Board of the company, they plan
to use the investment to develop their technological
infrastructure, software products, ISO 27001 quality
certificate, and employees’ professional certificates in
big data analytics. Boris Ţitnik, director and chief analyst
of the IDC Adriatics company says that Big Data in
Croatia is currently most developed in the sector of
finances, telecommunications, and leading market
companies, but that the need for big data analysis will
grow in other sectors. Among big market chains in
Croatia, Konzum is the most active in implementing big
data technologies, but it is expected that others will
follow this trend (Ivezić, 2010).
So, if you are a researcher interested in this area, you
can join a special interest group in analytics – the
Analytics Section of INFORMS, and attend some of the
emerging conferences. International OR societies are
also working on developing new education programs in
Analytics and Big Data. For example, INFORMS
established the Certified Analytics Professional (CAP)
program. They also recently founded a Committee for
University Analytics Programs chaired by Michael Rappa,
who founded the first such program at North Carolina
State University. They welcome all interested university
teachers who want to start a new program in that area
to join the Committee.
References:
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8 International Conference on
Operational Research KOI

A Traditional Gathering of OR Researchers in
Croatia

The number of participants at previous KOI conferences
varied from 60 to over 130. The most influential was the
conference KOI 2010 in Split, Croatia, organized by
CRORS and Faculty of Economics Split, with 127 authors
from 13 countries as follows: 83 from Croatia, 17 from
Slovenia, 7 from USA, 5 from Canada, 3 from Bosnia
and Herzegovina, 3 from Czech Republic, 3 from Greece
and 1 from Portugal, Germany, Hungary, India, Malaysia
and Taiwan.

Ivan Soldo, isoldo@mathos.hr

The City of Osijek, Croatia, where the KOI 2014 conference will
take place.

International Conference on Operational Research (KOI)
is organized by Croatian Operational Research Society
since 1991. It became a traditional gathering of OR
researchers from Croatia and other countries for sharing
their research results and exchanging ideas.
Since 1996 KOI conference became international, and
CRORS made an agreement with Slovenian Operation
Research Section that each society will organize OR
conference every second year. Since then each KOI
conference has more and more participants all over the
world.
Lots of eminent OR researchers were invited as lecturers
at KOI conferences, such as U. Leopold-Wildburger, H.
Peters, F. Rendl, S. Zlobec, E. del Rosario, R. Burkard,
H. Th. Jongen, S. Zlobec, V. Rupnik, J. Skorin-Kapov, D.
Skorin-Kapov, L. Zadnik Stirn, O. Stein, A. Tsoukias, R.
D. Banker, A. Ben-Tal, C. Roucairol, J. Edmonds, P.
Toth, R. Slowinski, J. Jablonski, J.R. Figueira, R.
Wendell, G. Lešaja, G. Sošić, M. Bastič, S. Drobne, K.
Veselić, O. Despić and others.

A special section at KOI 2010 was
dedicated to honour Professor
Sanjo Zlobec on the occasion of
his 70th birthday. Sanjo Zlobec is
a CRORS member, professor at
McGill University, Department of
Mathematics and Statistics in
Montreal, Canada, who made
significant scientific contribution
to linear programming, parametric
programming and other areas of
OR. Respected OR researchers
were invited speakers at that
conference, such as M. Asgharian
(McGill University, Canada), J. R.
Figueira
(Instituto
Superio
Technico, Portugal), C.A. Floudas
(Princeton University, USA), and
R.
E.
Wendell
(Pittsburgh
University, USA), and L. Zadnik
Stirn (University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia).
KOI 2012 was held in Trogir,
Croatia, with 76 participants from
various countries. Invited lecturers were D. SkorinKapov (Adelphi University, USA), S. Drobne (University
of Ljubljana, Slovenia), O. Despic (Aston Unversity, UK),
J. J. Rückmann (University of Birmingham, UK), and
E.G. Talbi (LILLE 1 University - Science and Technology,
France).
Some atmosphere from KOI 2012 can be seen in the
photos bellow.

Wine tasting during the evening hours at KOI 2012, Trogir,
Croatia
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Special Section in Honor of Professor Luka Neralić
on the Occasion of his 70th Birthday
One of the KOI 2014 sections will be dedicated to the
occasion of Prof. Luka Neralic’s 70th birthday. Prof. Luka
Neralić was one of the founders and the first president of
Croatian Operational Research Society (CRORS). He
made a valuable contribution to development of OR in
Croatia and to international recognition of CRORS. The
areas of his research include data envelopment analysis
(DEA), linear programming, parametric programming,
multi-objective programming, and sensitivity and
stability analysis.
Confirmed Invited Speakers
Boat trip around the islands near Trogir at KOI 2012, Trogir,
Croatia

We are looking forward to the next KOI, which is the
15th International Conference on Operational Research
KOI 2014 that will take place in Osijek, Croatia, from
September 24-26, 2014. It will be organized by Croatian
Operational Research Society (CRORS), Faculty of
Economics in Osijek, and Department of Mathematics,
University of Osijek. The organizers have the pleasure to
invite all interested OR researchers and professionals to
take part in this conference. The Chair of the Program
Committee is prof. Rudolf Scitovski (University of
Osijek), while the Chair of the Organizing Committee is
prof. Marijana Zekić-Sušac (University of Osijek).
Objectives and Topics of the Conference
Conference
topics
are:
Linear
and
Non-linear
Programming, Integer Programing, Combinatorial and
Discrete Optimization, Multi-objective Programming,
Stochastic Models and Optimization, Scheduling,
Macroeconomics, Economic Theory, Games, Statistics
and Econometrics, Marketing and Data Analysis,
Information and Decision Support Systems, Banking,
Finance, Insurance, Environment, Energy, Health Neural
Networks and Fuzzy Systems, Control Theory,
Simulation, Practical OR and Applications.

Professor James J. Cochran
Louisiana Tech University,
College of Business,
Ruston, LA, USA

Professor Goran
Lešaja
Georgia Southern
University,
Department of
Mathematical
Sciences, Statesbo
ro, GA, USA

The host city of the KOI 2014, Osijek, Croatia

There will be plenary lectures of 45 minutes, contributed
lectures of 15 minutes for presentation and additional 5
minutes for discussion.
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Professor Janez Povh
Faculty for Information Studies
Novo Mesto,
Novo Mesto, Slovenia

After the conference, full papers will be reviewed by two
independent reviewers, and accepted papers will be
published in the Croatian Operational Research
Journal special issue of the KOI 2014 conference, which
is indexed in INSPEC, EconLit, Current Index to
Statistics, Zentralblatt fuer Mathematik / Mathematics
Abstract, EBSCO host, and other databases.

You will have a chance to taste its specialties, such as
smoked sausage, fish stew, grilled fish and others.

Important Dates for the KOI 2014 Conference
July 1, 2014 - Submission of abstracts
July 15, 2014 - Notification of acceptance
September 10, 2014 – Registration fee payment
September 26, 2014 - Submission of full papers
Venue and Accommodation
Conference will take place at Faculty of Economics in
Osijek, University of Osijek, Osijek, Gajev trg 7, Croatia.
City of Osijek
is located in
the NorthEast of
Croatia in
Slavonia
region near
the border of
Hungary.

Slavonian folk dances

Slavonia and Baranya region are also famous for its
quality wines.

Faculty of Economics, Osijek, Croatia

It can be reached by car, bus, or train. Nearest
international airports are in Zagreb and Budapest. Please
find more information about travel, city of Osijek, hotels
etc.
on
the
conference
web
site:
http://www.hdoi.hr/koi-conference.

There will be an excursion to the Nature Park „Kopački
rit― with a boat trip, the visit to the rural area with
traditional Slavonian food, and cultural events.

Social Events
Slavonia region is famous for its delicious food, warm
people and rich culture, with lots of monuments dating
from Roman and Turkish conquests.

A horse carriage in which people can take a ride is one of the
touristic attractions of Osijek

We welcome you in Osijek at KOI 2014 where you can
meet Croatian OR community, tradition, and culture.
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Teaching Effectiveness Colloquium
Workshop Is Coming to Croatia

Colloquium

series

and

annual

Case

We encourage especially young researchers and other
scholars to attend the workshop in order to improve
their teaching methodology in OR. Please apply for the
workshop in advance to: hdoi@hdoi.hr.

About the TEC
The Teaching Effectiveness Colloquium (TEC) workshop
will be organized as a part of the KOI 2014 conference
with the aim to enhance the quality of teaching OR
courses at Croatian universities.
Chair:
James J. Cochran, Louisiana Tech University, USA
Instructors:
James J. Cochran, Louisiana Tech University, USA
Michael J. Fry, University of Cincinnati, USA
Jeffrey D. Camm, University of Cincinnati, USA
Topics:

Topic

Instructor

Engaging and ReEngaging Students
with Active Learning

James J. Cochran

Excel-Based Tools for
Teaching Analytics

Michael J. Fry

Modeling for Insights

Jeffrey D. Camm

The Teaching Effectiveness Colloquium (TEC) has been
previously organized by INFORMS & J.J. Cochran in USA,
Uruguay, South Africa, Colombia, Kenya, India and
Argentina.
Professor James J. Cochran has a rich experience in OR
teaching methods. He has published a number of papers
in journals, 5 books, and other publications in the area
of OR. He is the Editor in Chief of the Wiley Encyclopedia
of Operations Research and Management Science, Vol 8,
Wiley-Blackwell, 2011, and was the Editor in Chief of the
INFORMS Transactions on Education from 2007-2012.
Professor Cochran has served as President, Vice
President - Projects, and Vice President - Meetings of
INFORM-ED (INFORMS' Forum on Education). He is also
the Founding Chair of IFORS/INFORMS International
Education Initiative, he was the General Chair of
INFORMS 2005 Conference in San Francisco and is a
member of INFORMS' Publications, Diversity, Education,
Student Affairs, and Strategic Marketing Committees. He
established and has organized INFORMS' Teaching
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Interview With James J. Cochran –What to
Expect from TEC Workshop?
Professor Cochran, you have a doctorate from University
of Cincinnati - primary area of statistics, and supporting
areas operations research and mathematics, have
published a number of research papers and books in that
area, and are the editor-in-chief of the eight volume of
Encyclopedia
of
Operations
Research
and
Management Science. How would you describe the
importance of operations research today?
J.J. Cochran: The tools of
operations
research
are
tremendously relevant and
useful in the modern world. It
is increasingly important that
we efficiently use resources,
and this is what we can
accomplish through the tools
of
operations
research
Operations researchers are
constantly finding new and
novel ways to apply the
discipline
in
business,
engineering, and even the sciences. While these
applications are certainly important and interesting,
what excites me is the potential for operations research
to be used to resolve societal issues; we are now seeing
operations applied to many nontraditional problems in
efforts to improve the quality of life for everyone,
particularly in developing nations. One of my most
enjoyable tasks as the editor-in-chief of eight volumes of
Encyclopedia of Operations Research and Management
Science is to provide a means documenting these
trends.
What was your motivation to dedicate your time and
effort to Teaching Effectiveness Colloquium which you
have successfully chaired in collaboration with INFORMS
and IFORS in seven countries so far?
J.J. Cochran: I had three motivations in developing the
international Teaching Effectiveness Colloquium (TEC)
series: i) to foster the exchange ideas on how to
improve the quality of operations research education
with colleagues in other parts of the world, ii) to
increase awareness of the potential of operations
research for resolving societal issues and improving the
quality of life, and iii) to encourage greater and more
effective application of operations research to such
problems as well as to problems in business,
engineering, and science.
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Can you tell us whom the TEC is addressed to, and what
are the main expected benefits of this workshop?
J.J. Cochran: The target audience of the TEC is
primarily university faculty members who teach or may
be asked to teach operations research. In addition to
achieving the three objectives outlined in my answer to
your previous question, we also hope to expose
participants to novel approaches to teaching operations
research and so encourage them to think about, discuss,
and implement their own novel approaches to teaching
operations research. We are very fortunate to have
Professors Jeffrey D. Camm and Michael J. Fry of the
University of Cincinnati to conduct sessions as part of
this TEC; they are excellent teachers and speakers, and
their sessions will be extremely stimulating and thoughtprovoking. Hopefully the TEC will also ultimately lead to
education-oriented sessions at future CRORS meetings
and perhaps the establishment of a CRORS special
interest group on education.
What teaching tools will be used at TEC workshop? Are
there primary lectures or also some exercises? What
skills are to be developed by attending the workshop,
and are they specific for quantitative methods or OR
teachers?
J.J. Cochran: Professor Fry will discuss Excel-Based
Tools for Teaching Analytics and provide hands-on tips
on ways to teach students to effectively use the
analytics tools provided in Excel. In Modeling for
Insights, Professor Camm demonstrates how we can
learn something new from alternative models of the
same problems. I will discuss how to hold students’
interest in Engaging and Re-Engaging Students with
Active Learning. Each of us will use a somewhat different
style that is best suited to the concepts we will discuss,
but we will each do much more than lecture – each of us
will encourage the participants to be involved and
actively participate, much the way we would with
students in a classroom.
Do you see the TEC as a single event or a continuous
collaboration with attendees? How can teaching skills be
continuously improved?
J.J. Cochran: Education is a critical aspect of what we
do and who we are, so I certainly hope that CRORS
builds the TEC into its formal conference structure.
Perhaps for its 2016 conference several members of
CRORS can plan to organize a TEC and give sessions on
their novel approaches to various issues in operations
research education, and CRORS could possibly invite one
additional international speaker who is well known for
her/his work in operations research education to also
speak at its TEC. Furthermore, perhaps members of
CRORS can read INFORMS Transactions on Education,
INFORMS’ open access journal on operations research
education
that
can
be
found
at
pubsonline.informs.org/journal/ited,
and
eventually
submit papers to the journal for peer-review and
possible publication. This is how I believe we can best

accomplish continuous improvement of operations
research teaching skills – by establishing a dialogue and
openly discussing these ideas.
This is your first trip to Croatia, although you have
collaborated with some of our OR researchers such as
Luka Neralic and Zoran Babic. What have you heard
about our country and our researchers?
J.J. Cochran: I am aware that Croatia has a growing
operations research community and has been developing
and expanding its operations research educational
programs at the university level, which make this an
excellent time to give a TEC at a CRORS conference! In
addition, although I have not yet visited Croatia I know
that it is a country of beautiful coutrysides and
landscapes, vibrant cities, charming culture, and terrific
food. I look forward to seeing Zagreb and Osijek, and if I
have time during my trip I hope to visit the Dalmatian
coast. I am very excited about this trip and look forward
to coming to Croatia and spending time with my
Croatian colleagues.

About TEC Instructors
James J. Cochran received M.B.A. in 1985 from Wright
State University. He then earned a Ph.D. in Quantitative
Analysis from the University of Cincinnati in 1997. Currently
an Associate Professor at Louisiana Tech University, he has
previously been on the faculty at Wright State University,
Drexel University, Miami University, and Stanford University.
He has published a number of papers in journals, 5 books,
and other publications in the area of OR. He received a
number of awards, such as INFORMS Prize for the Teaching
of OR/MS Practice, 2008 and others.
Michael J. Fry is an Associate Professor with Tenure at
Department of Operations, Business Analytics & Information
Systems, University of Cincinnati, as well as the Assistant
Director of the Center for Business Analytics, University of
Cincinnati. He earned M.S.E. in Industrial and Operations
Engineering, University of Michigan in 1998, and a PhD
degree in Industrial and Operations Engineering, University
of Michigan in 2002. He is the author of four books, several
book chapters, and has published a number of papers in
relevant journals such as European Journal of Operational
Research, Operations Research, Manufacturing & Service
Operations Management, and others.
Jeffrey D. Camm is Head of the Department of Operations,
Business Analytics, and Information Systems at University of
Cincinnati, and Director of the Center for Business Analytics
at the same university. He was a visiting professor at
Darthmouth College and Stanford University. He earned his
BS from Xavier University, Cincinnati, in Mathematics, Summa
Cum Laude, 1980, and PhD in Management from Clemson
University, Clemson, South Carolina 1984. He coauthored six
books, and a number of research papers in relevant journals
such as Journal of Combinatorial Optimization, Interfaces,
Management Science and others. He received a number of
awards, such as INFORMS Prize for the Teaching of OR/MS
Practice, 2006 and others.
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9 Published Books In The Area of OR
Marina Jeger, mjeger@efos.hr

Our members continuously publish textbooks and
scientific books covering OR and related disciplines. Here
are some of the books in this area published recently.
Zoran Babić,
Modeli i metode poslovnog
odlučivanja (Models and Methods
of Business Decision Making),
Faculty of Economics Split, 2011.
ISBN: 978-953-281-036-3. (in
Croatian)

10 Calendar of Conferences









Zrinka Lukač, Luka Neralić,
Operacijska istraživanja
(Operational Research),
Element, Zagreb, 2012. ISBN:
978-953-197-577-3 (in
Croatian)





EURO Mini-conference on Optimization in the
Natural Sciences, February 5-9, 2014, Aveiro,
Portugal
EURO PhD School on Multicriteria Decision
Making with Mathematical Programming,
February 17-28, 2014, Madrid, Spain
2014 INFORMS Telecommunications
Conference, March 2-4, 2014, Lisbon, Portugal
11th ESICUP Meeting, March 19-21, 2014, Beijing,
China
IPCO 2014 - The 17th Conference on Integer
Programming and Combinatorial Optimization,
June 23-25, 2014, Bonn, Germany
20th IFORS – International Conference of the
International Federation of Operational
Research Societies, July 13-18, 2014, Barcelona,
Spain
ORAHS 2014, 40th annual meeting of
the EURO Working Group on Operational Research
Applied to Health Services, July 20-25, 2014, Lisbon,
Portugal
EURO Summer Institute 2014. OR in
Agriculture and Agrifood Industry, July 19August 1, 2014, Lleida, Spain
The 10th International Conference on the
Practice and Theory of Automated Timetabling
- PATAT 2014, August 26-29, 2014, York, UK
The 15th International Conference on
Operational Research KOI 2014, September 2426, 2014, Osijek, Croatia

IMPRESSUM
Danijela Rabar, Assessment of
regional efficiency in Croatia: An
application of data envelopment
analysis, monograph, LAP Lambert
Academic Publishing, 2013. (in
English)

Slavko Šimundić, Josip Ţuţul,
Statistika za pravni i upravni
studij (Statistics for Law and
Professional Administrative
Studies), University of Split,
Faculty of Law, Split, 2012, ISBN
978-953-6102-09-9. (in Croatian)
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